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Keeping Sauron Out of Your 
Bubble
Refer to this list whenever you feel the need to blow away evil, and bring forward the 
good stuff. Ahhhh. (feel free to literally blow on that little pic of Sauron above...never 
underestimate the power of intention!)

light a candle - you can't beat Mythologie Candles for magical (and LOTR!) smells, 
and Taluleh Ohoyo for magical intentions.

keep a journal - it can be a line a day, or full pages of a full-blown rant about how 
pissed off you are. It helps. list five things you are grateful for.

reach out to friends -it's so easy to get inside our bubbles and forget to enjoy the 
beauty of others peoples'. bubbles are pretty! 

love on your family - when was the last time you spent some quality time with a 
family member?

cook a yummy meal - kitchen magic! then sit down and enjoy it with intention.

order take-out - because sometimes you don't want to make your own damn meal.

meditate - turning off that busy brain is good for you in so many ways.

https://mythologiecandles.com/
https://talulehohoyo.com/
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visualize - visualizing is powerful manifesting energy. Picture yourself not in your 
stressful situation, but being and/or doing something amazing.

buy your favorite crystal - dig in and learn what crystal speaks to what you want to 
feel, or even just pick one that you think is pretty. if it makes you happy to look at, 
it's doing its job.

hug your pet - cat huffs are the best. so are dog snuggles.

hug your loved one - a big ol' bear hug releases stress and helps you reconnect.

get some sexy time in - more reconnecting! And if you don't have a partner right 
now, reconnect with yourself!!

drink your favorite hot bevie - there is something so soothing about your favorite hot 
drink!

take a 5 minute break - seriously. take a breather for 5 whole minutes. it can do 
wonders.

take a nap - if a nap refreshes you and makes you feel good, you are not allowed to 
feel guilty about it!

play a game - on your phone or computer. or Solitaire. with others, as a board game 
or computer game.

watch LOTR - I mean. or any movie you love!

read LOTR - I mean again. or any book you love!

reach out via email or text or (gasp!) phone - let people know you're thinking about 
them. making them happy will help you feel happy.

comment on social media - don't you love it when someone comments on your post 
that you've worked so hard on creating? especially when it's a random someone? 
Be that random someone!

share someone's post - if you love something you saw, someone else will too. 
Repost is a great app that still gives the original poster their well-deserved credit.

compliment a stranger - if you think someone looks amazing or is doing something 
amazing, tell them! you will make their day.

volunteer - officially or unoffically! Walk a dog for a sick friend, babysit for an hour so 
a new mom can nap, help a neighbor kid with their homework...the possibilities are 

https://repostapp.com/
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endless.

share a baked treat - I know for a fact that my pumpkin bread is magical.

hang out with your neighbors - getting to know your neighbors is great to not only 
expand your bubble, but it also ups your safety game.

get outside - even if it's sweltering or witch's-tit-cold! just a few minutes to breathe in 
fresh air is a great refresh.

be intentional - really think about things that you have and do, and take your time 
with them. Think about where things come from, how lucky you are to have them or 
be able to do them. 

get a deck of tarot cards and start playing. get more serious about their meanings 
by taking an intro class from my Tarot BFF Halicue Hannah, or literally read from the 
manual that comes with your cards. Seriously. they are great for writing prompts 
and stretching your intuition, you don't have to be an expert. 

OK Folx, this is a starter list for you! Think about things, big or teeny-tiny, that you can 
go to when you need a pick-me-up. Having a list is nice for when you are feeling so meh 
that you can't even drudge up much brainpower. 

https://www.thegildedapsara.com/

